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TRANSPORTATION

ABSTRACT: Transportation is the key to this nation’s strength. Within this industry, the movement of freight is critical—an aspect made even more significant in a global economy. Effective management of freight movement requires a robust infrastructure and the implementation of an integrated, intermodal approach to transportation. The government must address the immediate needs of upgrading and expanding the infrastructure associated with all modes of transportation from both a requirements and financial perspective. Effectively addressing freight movement also requires the Department of Transportation to develop a strategy to implement an intermodal vision to overseeing the transportation industry.
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TRANSPORTATION: A CONFLICT OF INTERESTS

“...there is a looming threat to our economic prosperity in the form of transportation congestion. Goods stalled at overwhelmed seaports, airplanes circling crowded airports, and delivery trucks stuck in traffic cost America an estimated $200 billion each year. Traffic jams alone waste 2.3 billion gallons of gasoline and 3.5 billion hours....”

The Honorable Norman Y. Mineta, Secretary of Transportation
May 23, 2006

Introduction

Transportation is an essential enabler of the United States’ economic power, providing the means by which its goods and services are delivered throughout the nation and the mobility of its inhabitants as travelers. The viability, efficiency, and protection of the nation’s transportation systems are of strategic significance, and Secretary Mineta’s statement identifies a clear challenge to the vitality of our nation. The Transportation Industry Study of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces presents this final report as a collective assessment of the industry.

Demand for goods and services and the transport modes involved in meeting those demands provide the basis for assessing transportation. A basic transportation demand is to move people and/or goods from one location to another. Transportation services add value by moving people/goods where they need to be for use. The modes include air, land, and sea and include the requisite assets to execute the move (planes, trucks, trains, ships, and pipelines) as well as supporting infrastructure, facilities and systems (airports, terminals, and ports).

This report focuses on freight movement, primarily examining the demand for goods movement and the modes generally associated with freight, but also considering passenger transport insofar as it places competing demands on the overall transportation system. Viewed from an integrated, multi-modal perspective, America’s transportation industry is not yet postured to meet America’s 21st century freight transportation demands.

The Industry Defined and Current Condition

Freight Movement Overview

America’s well-developed infrastructure and efficient transport modes helped produce an unrivaled economy throughout the 20th century. Entering the 21st century, world trade liberalization and supply chain globalization fostered further expansion in the United States’ overall freight transportation industry and economy. From 1993 to 2002, the value of U.S. freight activity rose by 44 percent, while the number of ton-miles rose by 30 percent. This trend will likely continue, with the transport industry forecast to grow 23 percent from 2006-2011.

Despite the opportunities afforded by this environment, the U.S. experiences freight congestion and capacity limitations that impede productivity gains and reduce the full economic benefit to both the industry and economy as a whole. These difficulties stem from two overall causes. The first is that public financing mechanisms for transportation infrastructure across the freight modes feature a number of inequities and inefficiencies. The second is that while the U.S. benefits strongly from its system of state and local transportation planning to enhance and integrate freight movement, it lacks coherent federal policies at the national level. The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), which oversees this industry, operates a “stovepipe”
collection of agencies, each focusing on a single transportation mode. This framework hampers inter- and multi-modal planning efforts that could overcome freight bottlenecks, which precludes effective prioritization and financing of infrastructure improvements.

**Air.** The air component of America’s transportation industry is comprised of two sectors: air freight/package delivery and passenger travel. In 2006, domestic air freight generated $41.3 billion as compared to U.S. passenger travel, which generated $147.3 billion in total revenue. Researchers expect this trend to continue with air freight sector value forecasted to reach $61.6 billion in 2011, and passenger travel to achieve a market value of $207.8 billion. The air movement of goods is only a fraction of the total freight moved as compared to the other transportation modes, though it is critical for high-value, time-sensitive cargo. Although projections have air freight volume growing by 34.7 percent by 2011, the volume will remain far less than shipped by other modes.

The air package delivery service operates worldwide, mainly to large metropolitan areas and business centers. The package delivery market, both air and surface means, generates over $70 billion annually in domestic and international business. The industry leaders are UPS, FedEx, and DHL, commanding nearly 98 percent market share. They compete for business by providing increasing quality service and continually increasing efficiencies to hold down cost or lose market share to existing or emerging competitors.

With the movement of freight by air comes the problem of congestion. The increase in passenger travel adds to the crowded skies, thus compounding movement of freight by air. The FAA projects that air traffic expansion will be equivalent to two major hubs per year through 2020. The FAA is also working implementation of new tools, which will more effectively manage the National Airspace System. Essentially these tools will more effectively control airborne aircraft, thereby using airspace more efficiently. This increased efficiency puts more planes in the air, which translates into higher volume in- and outbound for airports.

**Ports.** While not a mode themselves, seaports play a critical role in the transportation industry as the intermodal connections through which freight transitions between sealift and other key modes, such as rail, trucking, and inland barges. The U.S. boasts over 360 seaports owing to its extensive coastlines and a vibrant economy. Within the last 20 years, container traffic passing through U.S. ports has grown 6-fold, with annual figures of more than 1.5 billion tons (approximately $1 trillion worth) of cargo shipped in and out of U.S. ports, including 11 million cargo containers. As trade flourishes, so do the profits of the port industry. A potential U.S. recession and/or global slowdown reduce import and export volumes, ultimately affecting overall port revenues and profits.

Port authorities, while established as public agencies, generally run ports as business enterprises and strive to maximize revenue. As with the transport modes, congestion is a significant concern in this industry. Though most U.S. ports can raise funds for expansion, planned projects will not keep pace with projected growth in trade. To sustain expected growth, the U.S. must expand its overall port capacity by 10 percent annually -- equivalent to adding the capacity equal to the Port of Oakland every year. Other challenges include supply chain inefficiencies, environmental restrictions and competition for land from developers.

Intermodal ports handling containerized cargo are the fastest growing in the industry, with many at or near capacity. The ten largest U.S. intermodal ports for 2006 are Los Angeles, Long Beach, New York, Savannah, Charleston SC, Norfolk, Oakland, Houston, Seattle, and
Tacoma.\textsuperscript{17} Even at capacity, these ports compete in terms of cost, services provided, and efficiency trying to attract, grow, and keep the highest revenue customers.

**Rail.** There are over 500 rail companies operating in the United States, but the industry is concentrated with the top 50 capturing nearly 100 percent of the business.\textsuperscript{18} The rail industry is broken into three classes where the Class I rail companies each have revenues in excess of $346.8 million.\textsuperscript{19} Class II and Class III lines are typically more limited in operating area with some Class III short lines operating over very small distances. The railroads not only own the track but the land and right of ways involved. Protected from anti-trust challenges, railroads operate as an integrated network.\textsuperscript{20}

The Staggers Act deregulated the industry in 1980. While revenue has decreased 21%, (adjusted for inflation), ton-miles per mile of track has tripled in that time.\textsuperscript{21} This increase reflects the magnitude of the rail industry, which generates $50 billion-plus in revenues annually.\textsuperscript{22} Currently there are approximately 1.5 million freight cars in service, which moved nearly 1.3 million carloads of materials in February 2008 alone.\textsuperscript{23} The fact that rail transported over 80 percent of all the coal, which in turn created 51 percent of the electricity used in the U.S., further demonstrates the significance of this transportation mode. The Association of American Railroad projects between a 58% and 76% growth in freight tonnage between now and 2020.\textsuperscript{24} When extrapolated to 2035, most rail corridors are either at or above capacity without the introduction of improvements.\textsuperscript{25}

**Shipping.** The shipping industry has undergone rapid expansion to support the continued growth and globalization of the world’s economy since the end of World War II. Shipping lines continue to build larger ships capable of carrying as many as 14,000 containers between major ports, in addition to smaller vessels and commodity specific ships. With this ongoing expansion come challenges such as the potential obsolescence of many narrow waterways. Panama is planning a new set of locks for its canal, as is the Suez in Egypt. These decisions based on high demand and larger ships that cannot pass through the current locks. Another challenge for the shipping industry is the environmental impact from ships’ engines and handling equipment.

The U.S. segment of the freight shipping industry consists of over-ocean and short-sea shipping. Short-sea shipping works in three areas of what is known as the ‘Marine Highway’: coastal, intercoastal, and inland waterways. Smaller roll on/roll-off (Ro/Ro) ships and ferries along with some barge traffic dominate coastal short-sea shipping. Intercoastal and inland waterways are predominantly barge traffic. Most barge traffic, especially on inland waterways, consists of bulk agricultural products such as grain or bulk energy products such as coal. There is a small but growing segment of barge operations known as container-on barge shipping. The freight shipping industry accounted for about $30B in revenues for 2006 with an annual growth of 3.2% for the years 2002-2006. Growth is expected to decline to 1.8% through 2011. Although the vast majority of goods are transported by over-ocean shipping, the U.S. industry revenue is relatively light because most of this segment is dominated by foreign flag carriers.

With a requirement that a significant amount of domestic business be carried by U.S. flagged, built, and crewed ships, government regulation and defense policy heavily subsidize the domestic shipping industry. This often occurs at a significantly higher cost, in order to protect the domestic shipping industry in the interest of maintaining a surge capable domestic shipping capacity for the deployment of U.S. forces abroad. The inland waterways -- consisting of 11,000 miles of navigable channel and 186 sets of locks -- are an irreplaceable means for high-volume,
low-cost movement of bulk commodities like chemicals, grain, and ore.\textsuperscript{26} Marine fuel taxes partially fund construction of locks and dams with all other costs coming from general government funds. The average age of locks on the inland waterway system exceeds 50 years, and many are undersized compared to current vessel sizes.\textsuperscript{27} The Inland Waterway Trust Fund suffers the opposite problem from the Federal Highway Trust Fund; political pressures to reduce the apparent Federal budget deficit have limited the amount of expenditures.\textsuperscript{28}

**Trucking.** Trucking operates on a public network of highways with privately-owned terminals. The National Highway System comprises 162,000 route miles of which 47,000 are interstates.\textsuperscript{29} The system is almost entirely government owned and supported by a combination of user fees and taxes, and monies from the federal, state, and local governments. The trucking industry is critically dependent on highways, and therefore on federal, state, and local investment decisions regarding essential industry infrastructure. Those investments however, are funneled through political system that has become ineffective at supporting infrastructure improvements.\textsuperscript{30}

Trucks carry 80 percent of all surface freight tonnage and three quarters of trucking vehicle miles move along the National Highway Systems network.\textsuperscript{31} Moreover, most road freight movement occurs within urban areas and over half of all freight tons are shipped less than 50 miles.\textsuperscript{32} The trucking industry comprises over 700,000 local, regional, and national carriers that exhibit increasing horizontal (i.e. multi-modal) integration with broader geographic coverage. Deregulation has squeezed excess capacity to generate efficiency, but lowered profit margins. Because they share common physical infrastructure; trucking firms leverage capital and labor cost structures within their business strategies to capture local and regional markets in a highly competitive industry.

While trucking vehicle miles traveled (VMT) doubled between 1980 and 2005 and is expected to double again by 2035, system lane-mileage expanded only 3 percent in the past quarter century.\textsuperscript{33} Although surface freight represents only five percent of total VMT, the industry bears 27 percent of all congestion costs.\textsuperscript{34} These associated costs generate negative industry conditions including reduced investment, increased shipment delivery time, and increased driver and vehicle costs.\textsuperscript{35} The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) projects that without any additional capacity, the number of National Highway System miles on which peak-period congestion routinely occurs will increase from 10,600 in 2002 to 20,000 in 2035.\textsuperscript{36}

**Challenges and Outlook**

America is the land of commerce, and our need to ship freight continues to grow. There is widespread agreement that economic growth and globalization will leverage new requirements on freight movement across the transportation sector and the DoT projects a 92% increase in freight movement by 2035.\textsuperscript{37} As globalization continues, international trade will also continue increasing. The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials projects the portion of GDP derived from trade to increase from 13% in 1990 to 35% in 2020. This will push the demand for shipping freight inside the U.S. from six to 11 trillion ton-miles over the 2007-2035 timeframe.\textsuperscript{38} With such growth come challenges such as capacity constraints, system congestion, integrated planning, funding challenges, environmental concerns and security.

**Capacity Constraints.** Lack of infrastructure is driving capacity constraints in which competing solutions and funding requirements compound the issues. Although air shipments
represent a small portion of freight, a predicted 35% increase in passenger travel in the next seven years will obviously lead to inadequate capacity. This growth translates to more traffic, which affect not only passengers but freight as well. Adding air lanes is not a possibility; thus, capacity enhancement is addressed through more efficient handling of traffic (the air infrastructure). The price tag for that fix is $44B.

TVM doubled between 1980 and 2005 and is expected to double again by 2035. A recent report confirm the Federal Highway Trust Fund’s negative balance of $14 billion by 2012, and highway account revenues will be exhausted in 2009. Revenue is insufficient to maintain and improve the federal highway system to meet short-term future capacity requirements much less the long-term requirements of 2035.

Of the 92% increase in freight predicted by the DOT, rail will transport nearly one-half of the total. This increased capacity will require $135B in Class I line improvements. The railroad industry is lobbying for $39B to be funded by public-private partnerships in additive tax credits. Capacity challenges in the shipping industry are directly related with capacity challenges with the nation’s ports. In April 2007, a congressionally directed study confirmed a shortage of port capacity to support potential major contingencies. Forecasts have trade doubling by 2020 but the U.S. has no strategic plan on how to build capacity to meet this growth. The Panama Canal expansion is expected to be complete in 2014 and more Asian products will move to Atlantic and Gulf ports like Houston, Savannah, Charleston, and Norfolk rather than those on the Pacific; clearly one can expect the cost to be in the billions of dollars.

All modes of the transportation industry share the challenges of limited capacity for the predictable future. To increase capacity, infrastructure must be expanded. To fund expanded infrastructure, public capital must be provided to some extent. Obviously, there are inadequate funds in the public coffers to fund the expanded requirements described above, so the identification of priorities is essential. The DOT needs to establish a long-term national policy to address prioritizing capacity issues with a concentration on reducing congestion within the nation’s transportation system.

System Congestion. Capacity and congestion are inexorably linked among all modes of domestic transportation. With the projected increases across transportation modes and limited capacity, congestion will only increase as the projected increase in freight traffic occurs. Lack of a unified plan is exacerbated by DoT’s modal approach to freight transportation and its apparent satisfaction with outdated funding mechanisms.

Congestion delays that significantly constrain freight mobility could result in serious economic implications for the nation. For example, congestion imposes nearly $200 billion in costs on motorists and industry each year. The FHWA projects that without any additional capacity, congestion on the National Highway System will increase from 10,600 miles in 2002 to 20,000 miles in 2035. The AAR estimates that 30% of the primary rail corridors will be operating above capacity in 2035. The average age of locks on the inland waterway system exceeds 50 years, and many are undersized compared to current tow sizes. This causes the inland waterway system to be underutilized due to infrastructure constraints. Although air accounts for only about 7% of freight movement by value in the United States, it has some of the same congestion concerns such as overcrowded airports and saturated air routes.

Congestion requires the presence of adequate capital funding if relief is to be realized. The OMB has stated that absent any changes, the Highway Trust Fund will reach an estimated $4 billion negative balance by fiscal year 2009. The Inland Waterway Trust Fund suffers the
opposite problem; political pressures to reduce the apparent Federal budget deficit have limited the amount of expenditures.\textsuperscript{55} Railroads, facing a decreased revenue base and lack of federal support, require $135 billion in capital improvements between 2007 and 2035, just to keep their primary routes on pace with increasing demand.\textsuperscript{56}

Although each freight transportation mode must offer up potential solutions that fit its particular needs, this alone is inadequate. There needs to be comprehensive intermodal discussions at the local, regional, and national level to come up with creative solutions to the congestion issue. Such solutions could include regional hubs combining road, rail, air, and where practical water, is just one promising idea. In addition, short-sea shipping along the Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts has great potential to reduce congestion along the coastal interstate lanes. Reducing traffic congestion and increasing freight movement capacity must be the centerpiece of America’s future transportation strategy.

**Integrated Planning.** The economic success of the U.S. is closely tied to the movement of people and goods. As discussed above, the U.S. has no federal policy concerning transportation infrastructure or an intermodal approach to enable the efficient movement of people and goods. Twice though in U.S. history visionary leaders had the strategic perspective to establish infrastructure goals, strategies and policies that resulted in economic expansion: the construction of the Transcontinental Railroad after the Civil War and the Interstate Highway System in the 1950’s. Since then, states, regions, and companies (air, rail, shipping, and truck) have individually optimized their particular mode, which has resulted in the current system. Although initially enabling the growth of the expansion of the U.S. economy, growth driven by globalization and what had been a strong national economy have produced maintenance deficiencies and capacity shortfalls.

The current transportation modal focus optimizes individual “rice bowls” not the entire national intermodal system. The U.S. is at a point in history where visionary leadership is required to establish a Federal transportation strategy and policies that will incentivize coordinated infrastructure improvements to develop and sustain a national intermodal network to move people and goods most efficiently.

**Funding Challenges.** Transportation infrastructure funding is both inadequate and inefficient, which degrades mobility, distorts investment decisions, and inequitably distributes burdens. Class I railroads alone require $135 billion in capital improvements between 2007 and 2035 just to keep their primary routes on pace with increasing demand, without increasing their modal share.\textsuperscript{57} Fuel taxes that fund highways and waterways are neither indexed for inflation and nor sufficient to fund maintenance and modernization needs. Without legislative reform, both the Highway Trust Fund and Inland Waterway Trust Fund will be exhausted in the next four years. Even so, government at all levels fund only 40 percent of the nation’s highway and bridge requirements. Similarly, airport landing fees do not cover operational and infrastructure expenses for the nation’s commercial and non-commercial users.

Meanwhile, political influences also impede efforts to enhance cost-effective investment and operational efficiency. For example, the 1920 Jones Act, conceived to protect American shipping in a previous era, today stymies innovation and competition in a globalized economy. The GAO estimates that this protectionist legislation imposes “$9.8 billion a year over what freight rates would have been without cabotage laws”\textsuperscript{58} for residents of Hawaii, Alaska, and Guam. Actually, the transportation industry is funded through a complex array of private and
public finance that unevenly anticipates and invests in infrastructure needs and contends with entrenched interests and procedures. The industry will struggle to meet future needs without deliberate political reform and business innovation in order to ensure the capacity for economic growth.

**Environmental Concerns.** As worldwide concern over the environment and energy efficiency continues to escalate, the spotlight focuses on improving all modes of transportation from an energy and environmental perspective. The public interest in becoming more “green” and steadily increasing energy costs have intensified the transportation industry to focus on environmental priorities.

In the port of Los Angeles-Long Beach, which handles over 40% of all domestic container traffic, pollution from trucks and trains hauling containers to and from the port became so significant that the decision was made to fund and build a dedicated, 20 mile long, triple track rail line to move containers away from the port to a rail head north of the city. The Alameda Corridor allows trains to avoid over 200 grade crossings and runs at a consistent speed of 40 miles per hour, currently moving 11,000 containers per day. The association that runs the corridor commissioned a study, which found a reduction of 92% of carbon monoxide, 44% of nitrous oxide, and 21% of the sulfur oxide over the trucks, and trains the corridor replaced.

The challenge of meeting increasing demand while still protecting the environment will prove daunting in the coming years, but can eventually be overcome through technological improvements in emissions scrubbers and improved fuel efficiency. While these improvements will be costly to the both the transportation industry and consumers, they are a necessary and prudent expenditure if efficiencies and an improved environment are to result.

**Security.** Since the terrorist attacks in the U.S. on September 11, 2001, representatives from all sectors of the transportation industry have met to examine potential vulnerabilities and to identify areas that need increased protection. The country has begun to place a great deal of emphasis on detection and prevention of attacks and how to adjust to incidents to maintain the efficient flow of people and goods whether by rail, air, road, or sea.

The protection of rail and public transportation systems in our country is of vital importance. Countless thousands of railroad tank cars transport hazardous materials (hazmats) daily across the United States. There is virtually an unlimited number of ways that these shipments face risk from terrorist attack. Hazmat shipments can be attacked or exploited by terrorists and shipments that are poisonous, infectious, radioactive, flammable, or explosive can serve to harm large groups of people.

For air, the Airports Council International estimates that approximately 3,400 U.S. airports will budget $87.4 billion dollars associated with security developments and improvements through 2011. Of that amount, the projection is approximately 6 percent of those expenditures will go to security for the large-scale hubs. These expenditures will come from airport funds and the FAA Airport Improvement Program. Although the U.S. has had no experiences similar to 9/11 (this is due in large part from the work of TSA) the security and protection of the nation’s commercial airports must remain a high priority.

Our nation continues to rely on the trucking industry to move goods securely, in the most cost effective way, and as quickly as possible to its final destination. The size of the transportation network makes surveillance, tracking, and control monumental tasks for law enforcement agencies and the DHS has warned of multiple suspicious incidents that heighten
concern over the potential terrorist acquisition of large trucks and commercial buses.

**Government Goals and Role**

Faced with strained transportation capacity and an increasingly “globalized” world, America’s transportation policy makers are challenged to shape a future transportation environment that increases the capacity, velocity, and reliability of America’s transportation system. America is at a crossroads and U.S. policy makers must reassess if current transportation incentives and regulations have outlived the conditions from which they were originally created. For example, the Merchant Marine Act of 1920 (the Jones Act) was drafted at the end of the World War I economic boom and looked to eliminate wartime controls, cut taxes, and restore high protective tariffs. In the context of 1920, efforts to develop a merchant marine by giving preference to domestic industry made sense for both the U.S. economy and for national security. Today, the Jones Act represents how modal specific barriers constrict innovation within a single mode and across the larger transportation industry. If our nation’s transportation system is to remain the cornerstone of nation’s ability to grow economically, America’s transportation policy makers must not live in the past.

National-level entities must work with, and build partnerships “with state, local, and private sector entities to promote a safe, more secure, more efficient, and more interconnected national transportation system of roads, railways, pipelines, airways, and waterways.” It is critical that congressional and executive influences (laws, appropriations, policy, regulation, disbursement of funds, etc.) guide an all inclusive and unifying approach to shape America’s future transportation system. America’s policy makers must embrace multimodal solutions that provide seamless transportation capability and support America’s 21st century economic growth.

**Policy Considerations**

Enhancing America’s transportation capacity is clearly tied to U.S. national interests. Unfortunately, America’s transportation industry -- as efficient, interconnected, and colossal as it is -- is not postured to meet America’s 21st century transportation demands. Intermodalism, technological innovation, and appropriately applied capital investment incentives all provide attractive opportunities to enhance America’s freight mobility and relieve congestion pressures on America’s highways. Bureaucratic politics must be set aside in order for policy makers to must embrace and incentivize an integrated transportation system.

When determining if and how the transportation industry should be regulated, deregulated, incentivized, or protected, U.S. policy makers must act on four central considerations:

1) Is the status quo progressive or antiquated?
2) How does globalization impact the industry?
3) How can cross-modal transportation opportunities be enhanced?
4) Regardless of mode, when should barriers fall and when should incentives be offered to expand America’s transportation capacity?

Answering the questions posed in this four-factor framework will enable America’s transportation policy makers to shape policy and apply resources in a manner that postures America to increase its transportation capacity, embrace the role of transportation infrastructure on the nation’s economy, and improve transportation safety and security.
Importance of Increasing Transportation Capacity

Continuing to address transportation problems on a modal basis produces sub-optimal government policies. Intermodal solutions provide an untapped freight movement capacity and provide attractive transportation opportunities because of their potential to enhance freight mobility and relieve the stifling congestion that is building on America’s highways. Transportation policy makers must emphasize multimodal capital investment, innovation, and efficiency by minimizing trade restrictions, trade barriers and transaction costs.

Experts often analyze the competitive transportation environment by emphasizing the advantage of a single mode. “Modal equity” is an intermodal measure that can objectively evaluate the different operational environments in which air, truck, rail, ships, and barges operate. If transportation policy makers used modal equity comparisons when shaping America’s future transportation industry, they would be better postured to make those tough trade-off decisions. That is, investment in one mode of transportation is at the expense of other modes.

As an example, rail is solely responsible for operating and maintaining all aspects of the rail system. This adds a significant expense to their operating costs with almost 18% of their revenues dedicated to capital assets maintenance, replacement, and improvement. This is far above the normal 3-5% for most industries and has resulted in over $400B in investment since 1980 and annual maintenance costs of roughly $10.6B in 2006 for the four largest Class I’s and capacity improvements of nearly $2B annually. Trucks and barges on the other hand are partially subsidized in the form of less than cost-accounting fuel taxes and Army Corps of Engineers maintenance of major waterways. Government imposed barriers and incentives produce modal inequity and sub-optimal transportation system performance.

The Role of Economics and Infrastructure

Improving transportation infrastructure and processes depends on the ability of U.S. policy makers to create a healthy investment climate that promotes and improves system-wide performance. Unfortunately, America lacks a business plan that addresses how this nation will accommodate ever-increasing volumes of trade. The challenge is how to make investment, incentive, and regulatory decisions in a multi-modal framework vice single mode decisions influenced by lobbies and politics.

Supporting growing trade and a global economy requires policies that shape and guide intermodal capacity increases at air, land, and sea ports. To expand its transportation capacity and effectiveness, America must develop an integrated national transportation strategy focused on meeting future trade volumes and incentivizing infrastructure investment to maximize system effectiveness. Encouraging the development of an intermodal transportation network will lead to increased capacity as opportunities and interactions between the modes are maximized.

The Role of Safety and Security

September 11, 2001 changed the way our nation approaches safety and security and the transportation industry finds itself in the middle of many security driven changes. As such, America’s transportation policy makers must carefully balance a reality that while transportation
economics are best left to market forces, safety and security are often best managed at the national level. Without question, the strategic benefits of effective transportation in the United States stems from the ease with which travelers and freight move throughout the transportation system. Tightening security and enhancing safety can, and often does, threaten efficiency.

Reducing America’s vulnerability to terrorism will compromise personal and economic mobility and impose significant social and economic costs on the United States. America’s transportation policy makers must make the tough choices that will balance safe/secure delivery while minimizing the constraints placed on the “free market” network; these constraints include environmental regulations, cabotage laws, security requirements and energy costs.

National Security

Meeting the requirements as established in America’s National Security Strategy requires the U.S. to remain an economic powerhouse. In this context, it becomes clear that America’s transportation capability, economic strength, and national security are interconnected. Remaining a leader in the global economy requires America to provide cost efficient, effective, transparent, and time definite delivery of goods. While idealistic in concept, emerging technology can make time-definite delivery a reality only if multimodal solutions provide seamless transportation capability. U.S. policy makers must shape a transportation network able to deliver people and cargo safely, securely, and efficiently when and where needed. How well this system overcomes congestion, retains a surge transportation capacity, and maintains strategic responsiveness that provides assured response across the public and private realms are the measures of success.

Essays on Major Issues

Although the focus of the summary portion of this paper has been on freight congestion, the various modalities of transportation offered insight into where future challenges are expected. The results of these studies are included in the Issues Papers annexes below. Those essays include the following: 1) Trucking—A Future of Congestion?; 2) Rail—Lack of policy and guidance for the Railroad Industry; 3) Shipping—A Global Modality; 4) Ports—Prepare for the Surge; 5) Air—The Sky is Falling.

Conclusion

The future is here. The U.S. increasingly relies on a force projection strategy for rapid deployment of expeditionary military capability to support and defend vital national interests around the globe. Experience and studies conclude there is a growing risk to meeting both deployment standards and national economic growth expectations. Targeted federal funding and smart policies to improve infrastructure that directly supports national security objectives into the future is such an opportunity.

Transportation is a “network” industry where the interaction of different market segments provides a capability much greater than the sum of the parts. In very simple terms, meeting the demands of future U.S. domestic transportation requires an expanded and more efficient cross-modal approach that leverages and integrates the efficiencies of each mode. America’s
transportation policy makers must follow through on President Bush’s intent to “break down barriers to trade so our workers can sell more goods and services.”

---
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Rick Everday, Editor of “Florida Shipper” magazine argues that time is money, but large quantity freight shipping is always cheaper. He notes that, “bulk and break bulk shipping has long been the soul of domestic shipping whether it is cotton and wheat down the Mississippi or coal from the Gulf to Tampa Bay. That is, the supply chain makes financial sense to the shippers who know trucks and trains cost three times as much to fuel as a tug and barge.” Rick Everday, “Costal Cargo: Grassroots Grow for Maritime Highways,” in Florida Shipper (April, 2007), 1.

ANNEX A – TRUCKING: A Future of Congestion?

The health of the trucking industry depends critically not only on the other transportation modes, but the connectivity among them. Roads are the heart of America’s transportation system. Trucks carry 80 percent of all surface freight tonnage and three quarters of trucking vehicle miles move along the National Highway Systems network. Moreover, most road freight movement occurs within urban areas and over half of all freight tons are shipped less than 50 miles. The trucking industry comprises over 700,000 local, regional, and national carriers that exhibit increasing horizontal (i.e. multi-modal) integration with broader geographic coverage. America’s highways have become a “moving warehouse” due to economic expansion, adoption of just-in-time delivery, declining rail capacity, and globalized supply chains. Moreover, road connectors are the linchpins to intermodalism and connectivity among the passenger and freight mobility nodes. Unique among transportation modes, the highway network is the only one not managed as a system or collection of subsystems due in part to its complexity. Yet, highways are crucial to America’s quality of life, prosperity and international competitiveness.

Government Role

Deregulation has squeezed excess capacity to generate efficiency, but lowered profit margins for all transportation modes. Because they share common physical infrastructure, trucking firms leverage capital and labor cost structures within their business strategies to capture local and regional markets in a highly competitive industry. Chief among the challenges facing the trucking industry today are safety, highway finance and congestion, which are both interrelated and critically dependent on alternative freight modes.

Safety underpins a significant share of Federal Highway Administration and Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration activity ranging from training and education requirements for initial entry drivers, vehicle and equipment regulation (i.e. roll stability mandates), hazardous material transport, security, and speed limits. Hours of Service (HOS) regulations designed to prevent fatigue-induced mishaps and crashes stand as the top issue for truckers according to the American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI). When combined with a shortage of drivers with good driving records and skills – particularly for long haul trucking companies – HOS regulations place stress on trucking companies seeking to meet economic demand. Tort reform is a related issue demanding attention to correct the disproportionate burden placed on truckers involved in truck-automobile crashes even when the automobile driver is at fault.

Outlook

Congestion thus saps prosperity and undermines international competitiveness. The trucking industry bears a disproportionate share of congestion costs, which have skyrocketed in the past quarter century. Trucking vehicle miles traveled (VMT) doubled between 1980 and 2005 and is expected to double again by 2035. Meanwhile, system lane-mileage expanded only 3 percent in the past quarter century, resulting in bottlenecks and delays that disproportionately affect the trucking industry. While surface freight represents only five percent of total VMT, the industry bears nearly 27 percent of all congestion costs that include 4.2 billion hours, 2.9 billion gallons of fuel, and $78.2 billion annually – more than the entire
Federal Highway Administration budget.\textsuperscript{76} Congestion reduces business investment in product improvements and economic productivity; increases shipment delivery time; and increases driver and vehicle costs.\textsuperscript{77} The recent surge in diesel fuel prices threatens the entire industry, but most acutely strains the smaller firms. Solutions to urban congestion must involve freight movement by rail, waterways, and air, as well as mass transit alternatives for passengers.

Highway finance faces a looming crisis with depletion of the Highway Account in 2009 and the entire Highway Trust Fund in 2012. The fundamental issue is the growing chasm between prices and costs of commercial and non-commercial highway usage. The average current user fee revenue per VMT is about 3 cents, while highway congestion costs average 10 to 29 cents per VMT.\textsuperscript{78} Failure to index fuel taxes, diversion of revenues for non-highway uses, enhanced fuel efficiency, distorted tax structures that promote less fuel-efficient trucks that pollute more, burdensome environmental permitting requirements, and congestion exacerbate the funding challenges. In response, states have turned to increased tolling, public-private partnerships, and complete privatization to supplement inadequate revenues to meet the growing road and bridge maintenance and modernization needs and resulting in the "balkanization of the U.S. transportation system."
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ANNEX B – RAIL: Lack of Policy and Guidance for the Railroad Industry

The amount of revenue generated and importance of the rail industry in this country requires federal government involvement to ensure the industry continues to thrive. Additionally, the federal government does not subsidize the railways and therefore lack of federal funding on rail operations exists. The Department of Transportation needs to take a more active role in developing and enforcing regulations and provide financial support in the railroad industry.

Even though the rail companies are showing record profits and their stock prices are soaring, railroads are increasingly looking to states and the federal government to help pay for expansion projects. They argue that by adding tracks, less freight moves by trucks on nearby roads, creating public benefits such as reduced highway congestion and less air emissions. Railroad officials believe the public should pay for those benefits. Currently, the railroads provide their own funding to operate and repair or establish infrastructure. Since it is unlikely that the federal government will provide all the funding for the railroad industry, there needs to be a move for public and private venture as a means to assist in updating and building new rail systems to support our economy.

The freight rail market in the United States is one of the biggest movers of commodities today in the transportation industry. There are more than 600 freight railroads operating in Canada, Mexico, and the United States—all vital to North America’s economic health. They form a seamless integrated system that provides the world’s most efficient, cost-effective freight service. North American railroads operate over 173,000 miles of track, and earn about $50 billion in annual revenues. The rail industry focuses on maximizing its supply chain capacity to support Asia’s growth and facilitate trans-Pacific trade.

The rail industry keeps the global economy in motion. Almost every product used today moves to a distributor by rail. The railroads move more than 65% of the coal in the United States, which in turn provides more than half of the nation’s electricity. Thirty percent of the nation’s grain harvest is transported by rail.

If the U.S. population wants to take advantage of the benefits of using rail, the federal government needs to get involved to allow the rail industry to develop and flourish. The railroad industry lacks consistent government regulations and guidance. There should be a move to regulate public and private partnership as a means to assist in funding to update and build new rail systems. The federal government needs to provide some type of incentive for companies that invest in the railroads. The railways are willing to provide some funding, but look to the federal government to assist in building up the rail infrastructure. To meet the increasing transportation requirements of the U.S. economy, the rail industry has to make significant investments in its infrastructure. Each of the railroad companies focuses on the future and wants to add additional capacity, new equipment, improved infrastructure, and security.

The freight railway industry is currently enjoying its largest growth in almost one hundred years. The cost of fuel, which makes the trucking industry less attractive as a freight movement modality, and growing global trade are two of the reasons for this development. A train can move a ton of freight more than 420 miles on one gallon of diesel fuel. To top it off, the trucking freight industry is one of the freight railway’s biggest customers.

As the price of crude oil breached the $100 per barrel price, analysts across the energy industry looked even harder at alternatives to help resolve the ensuing energy price increases.
Energy-dependent areas such as transportation (to include aviation) feel the immediate effects on the bottom line with changes in the price of crude oil.

Current rail capacity is sufficient to support existing production capacity for all forms of alternative fuels. Additionally, according to a leading industry advocacy group, capacity is only congested in limited areas today and trade papers show there are essentially enough rail cars to support the existing production capacity. However, studies across the board of industry and government show that growth in rail traffic is going to rapidly consume any excess capacity and drive significant challenges without major improvements.

For analysis purposes, there are a few characteristics of alternative fuels which have to be factored in.
- Research shows that due to lower energy content, alternative fuel refineries should be within 20-100 miles of their feedstocks.
- Research and industry trends show that most alternative fuel facilities operate in the 30,000 - 50,000 barrels per day range.
- Demographic and current distribution capabilities have the majority of liquid fuel consumers on the east and west coast, with current resupply via pipeline from coastal and great lake refineries.

These characteristics lead to a predicted distribution scenario, which plays out perfectly today in ethanol production. Most ethanol refineries are located in the central United States nearest the corn producing states. Expansion of alternative fuel production is expected to follow a similar pattern where new refineries are located closer to the feedstocks than to the end users. This is a simple matter of economics as it is easier to move one rail car of alternative fuels than the three hoppers of feedstock it took to create it. In the case of ethanol, much of the feedstock and nearly all of the finished products move by rail due to the incompatibility of pipelines and cost-prohibited effects of long-distance trucking.

Unlike public transportation modes, railroads own their route infrastructure and must support it through capital funding. For railroads to continue to meet the increasing customer demands, a large task for the companies is to figure out how to raise the capital costs necessary to maintain and improve their infrastructure.

The federal government is not well positioned to enhance freight mobility due to the lack of a clear federal strategy and role for freight transportation, an outmoded federal approach to transportation planning and funding, and the unsustainability of planned federal transportation funding. The Association of American Railroads projects that Class I railroads need $135 billion in capital improvements between 2007 and 2035, just to keep their primary routes on pace with increasing demand, without increasing the modal share.

Unlike the other two primary freight modes, railroads fund their own infrastructure costs. Their route infrastructure represents fixed investments that are capital intensive, and are subject to property taxes. These investments must be made up-front, and can only be amortized against income taxes. Trucks and barges, on the other hand, self-fund only their terminal infrastructure and movable stock, and make their contributions to route infrastructure as operating expenses (e.g., fuel taxes), which can be treated as deductions for income taxes.

Just to maintain market share, railroads need to invest $175-$195 billion over next 20 years. The railroads themselves, through existing sources of capital, are likely to raise $142 billion. Their ability to raise capital is directly tied to the rates they charge, as they must demonstrate a return on investment. They need another $33-53 billion to fully fund the needed infrastructure improvements to accommodate growth.
Railroads are expanding at a record clip, April 7 2008 The Virginian-Pilot, Norfolk, VA.
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ANDEX C – SHIPPING: A Global Modality

The continued globalization and growth of the world’s economy has led to the rapid expansion of the maritime shipping industry. This trend has helped improve the level of wealth and quality of life of millions of people worldwide through the creation of jobs in the shipping industry and through the second and third order effects to the industries that rely on a strong import or export base resulting from overseas suppliers and markets.

This continued expansion has fueled the building of an increasing number of larger, ocean-going vessels capable of carrying the increased volume of trade. This trade is comprised of commodities such as wheat, oil and coal, and finished goods such as automobiles and consumer electronic products shipped in containers.

**Short sea shipping:** The short sea shipping market segment and its untapped freight movement capacity provide an attractive transportation opportunity because of its potential to enhance freight mobility and relieve the economic growth stifling congestion that is building on America’s highways.

Senior officials at the U.S. Army Department of Civil Works recognize that while the container on barge market segment is in its infancy, this emerging mode of transportation promises significant potential to relieve congestion on America’s highways at equivalent speed and lower transportation cost than truck transport. The Maritime Administration (MARAD) reinforces this position when stating in their “Short Sea Shipping Initiative” brochure that the Maritime Transportation System provides the “smartest, cheapest, and easiest answer to growing surface transportation congestion.” The leading indicators mentioned above suggest that policy-changing momentum is building to rescinded Jones Act cabotage protection in favor of “free market” competition.

**Seamless / Integrated Coastal Transportation:** Port and ship technology is colliding to establish an environment where a multi-modal approach can compete with a pure highway trucking business strategy. The means exist for short sea shippers to effectively develop a networked – inter-modal – transportation service based on the measures of speed, reliability, quality of service and cost efficiency.

**Pollution effects:** One barge, in effect, removes 456 tractor-trailers from America’s already congested highways. Greater use of coastal and inland waterways would reduce land corridor congestion and would reduce harmful carbon emissions. Building greater efficiency across the entire shipping market segment would expand America’s freight movement capacity without adversely impacting the environment.

**Intermodal efficiency:** Transportation is a “network” industry where the interaction of different market segments provides a capability much greater than the sum of the parts. In very simple terms, meeting the demands of future U.S. domestic transportation requires an expanded and more efficient cross-modal approach that leverages and integrates the efficiencies of each mode. U.S. transportation policy must embrace cross modal opportunities and must incentivize a future that shifts freight shipping demands from trucking to other modes of transportation; for example, air, sea, or rail.
America’s overburdened highway transportation network is poised for gridlock. The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) predicts that by the year 2020 America’s productivity gains will “increase overall freight traffic by 70 percent.” This growth prediction is alarming as approximately 78 percent of the nation’s goods are moved via trucks. Another challenge is to find port and trucking business partners ready to make a long-term commitment to partnering with the shipping industry and the existing inland waterway market segment in advance of regulatory incentives; that is, tax credits, or similar mechanisms that encourage capital investment to enhance capabilities.

Jones Act Restrictions: Provision within the 1920 Merchant Marine Act – Jones Act have outlived the conditions that caused it to be implemented. Drafted at the end of the World War I economic boom – recession – the Jones Act looked to eliminate wartime controls, cut taxes and restore high protective tariffs. Newly elected President, Warren G. Harding declared that America needed “not submergence in internationality, but sustainment in triumphant nationality…” In the context of 1920, efforts to develop a merchant marine by giving preference to domestic industry made sense for both the U.S. economy and for national security. Today’s globalized economic environment and transportation industry capabilities are much different. While continued protection of the shipping market segment remains highly debated, both advocates and opponents agree that America’s dependence on waterborne transportation and America’s economic strength are interconnected.

Looking at the economic benefits of opening shipping to foreign competition against the social and political cost of change, it is clear that America’s transportation policy makers must open the long protected short sea shipping market segment to free, open and competitive markets – the “free market” policy option. America’s capacity for future economic growth is at stake and the “free market” policy option is the alternative that best expands transportation capability, enables economic growth, and supports the industrial base. U.S. policy makers must embrace globalization and stretch traditional political boundaries to position America to produce more efficient modes of transportation able to sustain America throughout the 21st century.

Conclusion
The importance of the shipping industry to the national and global economy cannot be understated. It is the shipping industry that permits nations to specialize in the production and development of the commodities and finished goods within there areas of availability and expertise, and to export those products worldwide. Without the efficient movement and offload of cargo, the continued relative growth and prosperity cannot be maintained and the synergistic benefits of international trade will be lost, plunging much of the developing world into an economic depression and hindering the furthered growth of the world’s developed nations.

Submitted by CDR Mark Goodrich, United States Navy
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ANNEX D – PORTS: Prepare for the Surge

Assured Access and Governance in Port Operations

Throughout history, seaports have been a cornerstone to a nation’s rise and have allowed for the projection of economic and military power. Today seaport importance remains significant; in fact, with globalization, seaports are more important than ever and directly affect a nation’s prosperity. Projected surge in cargo over the next 10 -15 years will present critical challenges to American ports, the critical link in freight movement. Even with what appears to be the onset of a recession, the near unanimous predictions call for continuing trade growth. Unfortunately, the U.S. has no strategic plan on how to build capacity to meet this growth or manage port operations to accommodate this growth efficiently.

Port Management

Port Authorities manage ports: public agencies or entities that act “as land managers with responsibility for safe, sustainable, and competitive development of the port.” These port authorities vary in executing port operations with some exercising direct control over operations, some utilizing a government organization to oversee operations, while others utilize a port operating company. Ports enter into lease agreements with their major customers and shipping lines for access to the port facilities, Department of Defense (DoD) being an exception, having no contractual relationship with the commercial ports.

Assured Access and Congestion: A significant issue of concern regarding ports as they relate to DoD, is the lack of assured access to strategic ports. As the U.S. military steadily shifts more and more away from a forward presence strategy and more toward a force projection strategy, the demand that the DoD places on the nations’ seaport system is steadily increasing. As this demand has increased, so has DoD’s concern of being able to gain assured access to ports when needed.

Seaports optimize revenue and long-term viability by building a sustained business with shippers, with streams of revenues essentially coming from rents, tolls, and dues. Currently, 15 of the 19 strategic ports in the U.S. are commercial, while the remaining four are DoD-owned, three of which are ammunition ports. A significant concern is that DoD’s relationship with these commercial ports is essentially an informal business relationship without contractual obligations. As a result, DoD, through the Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command is “just another” customer of the port with no preferential contracts or agreements. Additionally, DoD is not necessarily the largest customer resulting in it having to compete for rail, staging, and berthing, even during mobilization.

Essentially, DoD is a surge customer, with no guaranteed access to ports in times of emergency. Being just another customer can result in bottlenecks at ports due to military requirements suddenly exceeding commercial capacity. This is a significant issue as DoD needs assured access to ensure uninterrupted deployment operations when needed. Combine increasing trade with projected port congestion and one can easily see impending bottlenecks and congestion delays, which could adversely affect deployment timelines, ultimately potentially adversely affecting national security.

Government Goals and Role: Within the port industry, the government ranges from absolute control to apparent ambivalence. Since 9/11 several laws have been passed directing policies at
the nation’s seaports. These include: 2002 Container Security Initiative, 2002 Maritime Transportation Security Act, 2006 Security and Accountability for Every Port Act, and the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007. While all agree that security is vital in a post 9/11 world, lawmaker zeal is increasingly adding burdens to commercial seaports without regard to impact on commercial trade. The most egregious is the 9/11 Act requirement requiring 100% radiation scanning of inbound containers by 2012, which has been criticized by the GAO and Customs and Border Patrol Commissioner for not being technologically nor logistically supportable and having enormous impact on the flow of commerce. At the other end of the spectrum is the government’s open market philosophy with respect to the transportation system efficiencies. The government essentially leaves private companies, to include the seaports, to internalize and maximize their segment within their business models.

Outlook

By 2010, significant port capacity shortfalls are projected along the West coast and the larger East coast ports. The projections for increasing trade volumes into the future will only compound the congestion issue, as planned infrastructure improvements do not add the necessary capability. Political leaders do have options, which ongoing Congressional studies will likely highlight. A prudent course of action to address both the overall port congestion issue and ability to deploy military capability is to authorize funding/incentives at designated commercial ports to improve infrastructure that facilitates military deployments. In return for funding, DoD would receive contractual guarantees to port infrastructure required to support future deployments.

With respect to governance, it is essential to reach a balance between too much and too little. Having no governance ultimately results in port inefficiencies leading to a waste of dollars and resources. Conversely, have too much governance can cause port authorities to ineffectively operate their ports by implementing national directives, which may not effectively/feasibly accommodate the local port operation. One alternative would be to have the government provide incentives or implement policies that would encourage regional or national efficiencies. The Virginia Port Authority and the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey provide excellent examples of how to gain such efficiencies. Ultimately, however, there is a lack of a coherent overarching strategy. A focused national effort toward improving port operations is essential to effectively implement and realize strength in U.S. ports.

Submitted by LTC Charles Harris, United States Army
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Challenges and opportunities beset the air industry. The two major civilian components of the air industry are passenger and freight/package delivery services. Within the United States, passenger and freight generate over $190 billion dollars per year. Presently, Americans make over 660 million flights annually. The FAA predicts that by 2015, the number of passengers who take to the skies will grow to 1 billion a year. However, issues of congestion, rising fuel costs, and potential economic downturn all present threats to the air mode of the transportation industry.

The Issues

First, consider the possibility that the air industry continues to grow. Based on projected increases in the number of flights, the obvious conclusion is the congestion of airspace will grow. One approach to decreasing this congestion is use of larger aircraft such as the Airbus A380, which carries up to 555 passengers and 38 LD3s (cargo pallets), where one LD3 carries a volume of 153 ft³ or 4.3 m³. However, realizing any reduction of congestion through a single approach requires extensive use of this aircraft by many companies. Few airfields have the necessary capability to meet the A380 requirements, thus limiting its widespread usage.

To handle increased air traffic, controllers will pack more aircraft into the same airspace, thus compounding the congestion problem. Another means of addressing congestion is implementation of the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) intended to automate and ease air traffic control. NextGen is a “major redesign of aviation infrastructure, aimed at replacing the traditional methods of separating planes ‘by hand’ with a far more automated, technology-intensive system that could triple air traffic capacity by 2025.” However, the FAA has not accomplished this for U.S. airspace. The existing situation where aircraft are handled on a “manual” basis results in the stacking of aircraft, thus delaying arrival and departure. This situation translates to aircraft burning even more fuel. Southwest Airlines demonstrated this congestion impact when it refused to accept an offer to open gates at Dallas/Fort Worth airport. Southwest determined that the additional time aircraft spent in the clearance process for landing or takeoff would increase fares by as much as fifty percent. The airlines alone waste $3 billion a year in fuel and crew time due to the delays. Wasted passenger time translates into several billion dollars more.

If air traffic continues to increase, no guarantee exists that the current control system has the capability to manage the aircraft safely. The possibility does exist that the lack of an effective air traffic control system, not economics, may limit growth in this industrial sector.

Where aircraft constitute the primary source of a company’s mobility and execution, high operational costs are the norm. Thus to create a greater profit margin in lieu of high operational costs, the company will raise rates, whether that be a ticket price or the cost of shipping cargo. Such responses occur typically in a measured fashion in order to maintain market share or prevent customer loss. Current situations, however, preclude such an approach.

Within a one-year period ending January 2008, jet fuel costs have risen 42 percent per gallon. Unfortunately, with trends now apparently outside the expected supply and demand patterns, no one can plan operating costs with any certainty. With the air industry subject to high operational costs, the increase in fuel costs only exacerbates the situation. These increased fuel costs...
costs have taken a toll. Within a one-week period, Aloha, SkyBus, and ATA—all commercial airlines—ceased operations. Increased expenses are also driving aggressive talks on consolidation of airlines. Mergers between Delta/Northwest and United/US Air merger are possible.

Outlook

A potential challenge exists and one that contradicts the projections. With the overall downturn in the U.S. economy and a general slowing of worldwide commerce, projections of decreases in both passenger and cargo transactions exist. Analysis of entities such as Federal Express and United Parcel Services has suggested their business measures as demonstrated predictors of a national economic outlook, and both of these companies have experienced decreases in volume.

Potential exists for current and future advances in technology to affect negatively the overnight courier segment of package delivery services. Federal Express, the world’s second largest package delivery service provider, currently receives 64 percent of their business as one day overnight express package shipping. The majority of overnight packages come from legal, financial and public administration businesses. With the advent of email, electronic signatures and other secure emerging communication technologies it appears likely that the industry will be negatively effective. If such a scenario comes to fruition, then air delivery services may be at the mature stage of the product life cycle and contraction of the industry is just ahead.

Submitted by Dr. Clint R. Browning, Defense Contract Management Agency
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